Some Rules of Thumb for Checking Credibility (from School Library Journal)
Check About and About me pages: Clicking on or investigate authors names to consider their credentials
in context should be a regular part of the research journey. (See other tricks below.)
Interrogate urls: We see quite a bit of domain manipulation these days. For instance, what looks like an
.edu domain, followed by .co or “lo” is likely a fake or deceptive site. If you are you seeing a slightly
variant version of a well-known URL, do a little investigating.
Suspect the sensational: When we see something posted that looks sensational, it is even more
important to be skeptical. Exaggerated and provocative headlines with excessive use of capital letters or
emotional language are serious red flags.
Go back to the source: When an article mentions a study, if you can, go directly to the sourceand check
its bona fides as well.
Go back to the story again (and again): Breaking news will continue to break. Early reports are built from
limited information so you’ll want to watch a story grow into a fuller picture.
Think outside the reliability box: The old checklist-type tools we used to evaluate websites do not
necessarily work. ACRL’s Framework reminds us that the notion of reliability can be fluid. Experts know
how to seek authoritative voices but also recognize that unlikely voices can be authoritative, depending
on need. On Twitter’s 10th birthday this year, Poynter, the respected journalism portal, listed 10 Twitter
How Tos–guides for using Twitter for journalism from its own archive. Students can benefit from these tips
too.
Triangulate: Try to verify the information in multiple sources, including traditional media and library
databases. You can begin to rule out the hoaxes by checking out sites like the nonprofit,
nonpartisan FactCheck.org, or popular sites like Snopes or Hoax-Slayer.
What exactly are you reading?: Even when you find yourself in a traditional news site, identify what type
of writing you are reading. Is it news reporting, or a feature story, or an editorial, or work by a guest
blogger, or a review, or an op-ed or a disguised ad, or a comment?
Check your own search attitude and biases: Is your search language biased in any way? Are you paying
more attention to the information that confirms your own beliefs and ignoring evidence that does not?
Use a little energy: Have you simply satisficed or have you done your due diligence in seeking and
validating the best possible sources across media sources?
Stop before you forward (or use): When you see a widely shared or forwarded link, be suspicious of a
hoax or a fake story. Can you verify the information outside of the social media platform on which you
discovered it?

Be suspicious of pictures!: Not all photographs tell truth or unfiltered truth. Images are normally edited or
process, but sometimes they are digitally manipulated. Some are born digital. A Google reverse image
search or using TinEye can help discover the source of an image and its possible variations.
Remember Time Magazine’s darkening of the OJ mugshot?
Remember Sandy?





Sorting the Real Sandy Photos from the Fakes, Alexis C. Madrigal (The Atlantic)
11 Viral Photos Not of Hurricane Sandy (BuzzFeed) and its real/fake quiz (preview this first)
Fake Hurricane Sandy Photos Spread On Internet As Storm Barrels Toward Northeast (Huffington
Post)
7 Fake Hurricane Sandy Photos You’re Sharing on Social Media (Mashable)

Infographics are carefully constructed visual media messages. The data, the evidence, the sources, and
the arguments they present beg careful deconstruction, scrutiny and analysis.
http://blogs.slj.com/neverendingsearch/2016/11/26/truth-truthiness-triangulation-and-the-librarian-way-anews-literacy-toolkit-for-a-post-truth-world/

